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IntroductoryHTML5 & CSS3 for the Real WorldNew
Perspectives HTML5 and CSS3New Perspectives on
Web DesignNew Perspectives on Blended HTML,
XHTML, and CSSSmashing Book 6New Perspectives on
Blended HTML, XHTML, and CSS. IntroductoryNew
Perspectives on Blended HTML and CSS
Fundamentals: IntroductoryNew Perspectives on
Computer Concepts 2018: Comprehensive

Training Guide Programming in HTML5
with JavaScript and CSS3 (MCSD)
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HTML AND CSS provides
thorough instruction on building interactive Web sites
from scratch. In addition to providing comprehensive
coverage of HTML and CSS, this book does not require
any prior knowledge on the subject and starts with
the basics. Detailed explanations of key concepts and
skills make even complex topics accessible to all
students. New Perspectives' signature case scenarios
and case problems contextualize complex concepts.
Students develop their problem solving skills by
working through realistic exercises, which help them
retain the material and apply what they've learned in
a professional environment. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 &
Excel 2016: Comprehensive
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Designed to help experienced programmers develop
real-world, job-role-specific skills—this Training Guide
focuses on creating applications with HTML5,
JavaScript, and CSS3. Build hands-on expertise
through a series of lessons, exercises, and suggested
practices—and help maximize your performance on
the job. Provides in-depth, hands-on training you take
at your own pace Focuses on job-role-specific
expertise for using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 to
begin building modern web and Windows 8 apps
Features pragmatic lessons, exercises, and practices
Creates a foundation of skills which, along with on-thejob experience, can be measured by Microsoft
Certification exams such as 70-480 Coverage
includes: creating HTML5 documents; implementing
styles with CSS3; JavaScript in depth; using Microsoft
developer tools; AJAX; multimedia support; drawing
with Canvas and SVG; drag and drop functionality;
location-aware apps; web storage; offline apps;
writing your first simple Windows 8 apps; and other
key topics

Head First HTML with CSS & XHTML
The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully Updated
Written by a Web development expert, the fifth
edition of this trusted resource has been thoroughly
revised and reorganized to address HTML5, the
revolutionary new Web standard. The book covers all
the elements supported in today's Web
browsers--from the standard (X)HTML tags to the
archaic and proprietary tags that may be
encountered. HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference,
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Fifth Edition contains full details on CSS 2.1 as well as
every proprietary and emerging CSS3 property
currently supported. Annotated examples of correct
markup and style show you how to use all of these
technologies to build impressive Web pages. Helpful
appendixes cover the syntax of character entities,
fonts, colors, and URLs. This comprehensive reference
is an essential tool for professional Web developers.
Master transitional HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 markup
Write emerging standards-based markup with HTML5
Enhance presentation with Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS1 and CSS 2.1) Learn proprietary and emerging
CSS3 features Learn how to read (X)HTML document
type definitions (DTDs) Apply everything in an open
standards-focused fashion Thomas A. Powell is
president of PINT, Inc. (pint.com), a nationally
recognized Web agency. He developed the Web
Publishing Certificate program for the University of
California, San Diego Extension and is an instructor
for the Computer Science Department at UCSD. He is
the author of the previous bestselling editions of this
book and Ajax: The Complete Reference, and coauthor of JavaScript: The Complete Reference.

New Perspectives on HTML, CSS, and
XML, Comprehensive
Now in its sixth edition, JAVASCRIPT guides beginning
programmers through web application development
using the JavaScript programming language. As with
previous editions of the book, the authors introduce
key web authoring techniques with a strong focus on
industry application. New coverage includes
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developing for touchscreen and mobile devices, and
using the jQuery library. A real-world project, similar
to what students would encounter in a professional
setting, is developed chapter by chapter. Because
professional web development jobs often require
programmers to add features to existing sites, each
chapter project uses a professionally designed web
site. After completing a course using this textbook,
students will be able to use JavaScript to build
professional quality, dynamic web sites. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
Introduce your students to a new generation of Shelly
Cashman Series books! For the past three decades,
the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced
computer skills to millions of students. With HTML5
and CSS Introductory, we're continuing our history of
innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to
reflect the learning styles of today's students. Within
this text you will find features that are specifically
designed to engage students, improve retention, and
prepare them for future success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on JavaScript and
AJAX, Comprehensive
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The 'New Perspectives' series provides a critical
thinking, problem solving approach to learning and
applying computer skills in a real environment.

JavaScript: The Web Warrior Series
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE INTERNET:
COMPREHENSIVE, 10E highlights the latest skills
readers need to better understand and most
effectively use today’s Internet. This up-to-date,
complete introduction offers the latest coverage of
Google ChromeTM, Mozilla Firefox, and Microsoft
Edge. Readers study key concepts and practice
important skills to navigate and master the nuances
of today’s Internet. Readers learn to use the latest
tools to search for information, communicate with
email, understand security threats and determine the
best protection. Readers also learn how to create
powerful web pages and gain a solid understand of
networking. Current and future professionals can trust
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE INTERNET:
COMPREHENSIVE, 10E for the online insights and
practical Internet skills needed now and into the
future. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on HTML, CSS, and
Dynamic HTML
Readers discover the latest, industry-leading, website
development practices with this new book in the
popular Shelly Cashman Series. For more than three
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decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively
introduced computer skills to millions of learners.
Now, Minnick’s HTML5 AND CSS3: COMPREHENSIVE,
8E brings today’s best practices in website
development into focus with meaningful applications.
The webpage development process starts with a
semantic wireframe and weaves proven principles of
responsive design into each chapter. A raft of fresh
new projects logically build in complexity to ensure
understanding. This edition strives to not only teach
valid HTLM and CSS, but also to reveal deeper
conceptual issues essential to today’s field of web
development. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

New Perspectives on HTML and CSS:
Comprehensive
A new edition of a bestseller covers the latest
advances inweb development! HTML5 and CSS3 are
essential tools for creating dynamic websitesand
boast updates and enhanced features that can make
your websiteseven more effective and unique. This
friendly, all-in-one guidecovers everything you need
to know about each of these technologiesand their
latest versions so that you can use them
together.Building on the bestselling formats of the
first two editions, thisnew edition teaches you the
fundamentals of HTML5 and CSS3, andthen presents
ways for using them with JavaScript, MySQL, and
Ajaxto create websites that work. Covers using
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JavaScript, PHP, MySQL, and Ajax in the context
ofprogramming dynamic web pages with CSS3 and
HTML5 Includes self-contained minibooks that review
HTML, CSS, designand layout, client-side JavaScript,
Ajax and server-side, andputting it all together
Examines new web development advancements
including newtechnologies and changes to the
standards Features a website that contains supporting
materials includingcode and several valuable
programs that are useful for webdevelopment HTML5
and CSS3 All-in-One For Dummies, 3rd Edition
servesas the perfect reference for both web
development beginners andseasoned professionals
looking to learn more about how to get themost out of
the powerful combination of HTML5 and CSS3.

HTML5 and CSS: Complete
Now readers can develop the complete set of
Microsoft Excel 2016 skills needed to be successful in
college or the business world beyond with the
emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016:
COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case
scenarios, this edition clearly applies the Microsoft
Excel 2016 skills readers are learning to real-world
situations, making the concepts even more relevant.
All content and activities throughout NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL
2016: COMPREHENSIVE help readers understand the
importance of each Microsoft Excel 2016 skill they are
learning. This edition focuses on strengthening
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learning outcomes and transferring the complete
Microsoft Excel 2016 skill set to other applications and
disciplines for further success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Beginning HTML5 and CSS3
"A complete learning experience for creating industry
standard Web pages - but you won't be just reading:
you'll be playing games, solving puzzles, pondering
mysteries and creating Web pages like you never
imagined. You'll be also learning how HTML works
with CSS . . . if you're going to create Web pages in
the 21st century, then you want to know and to
understand CSS, too."

New Perspectives on HTML and CSS:
Brief
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HTML AND CSS provides
thorough instruction on building interactive Web sites
from scratch. In addition to providing comprehensive
coverage of HTML and CSS, this book does not require
any prior knowledge on the subject and starts with
the basics. Detailed explanations of key concepts and
skills make even complex topics accessible to all
students. New Perspectives' signature case scenarios
and case problems contextualize complex concepts.
Students develop their problem solving skills by
working through realistic exercises, which help them
retain the material and apply what they've learned in
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a professional environment. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

HTML and CSS
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON BLENDED HTML AND CSS
FUNDAMENTALS: INTRODUCTORY, 3E, International
Edition provides your beginning Web programming
students with in-depth coverage of CSS and its use
with HTML5. With the New Perspectives proven
pedagogy, your students will think critically and
understand WHY they're learning WHAT they're
learning.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 &
Excel 2019 Comprehensive
New Perspectives on Blended HTML and CSS
Fundamentals provides your beginning Web
programming students with in-depth coverage of CSS
and its use with HTML5. With the New Perspectives
proven pedagogy, your students will think critically
and understand WHY they're learning WHAT they're
learning. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 &
Office 2019 Intermediate
In today’s world where technology impacts every
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aspect of life, you need to know how to evaluate
devices, choose apps, maintain a professional online
reputation, and ensure digital security. NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2018,
COMPREHENSIVE offers the insights to help. This book
goes beyond the intuitive how-to of apps and social
media to delve into broad concepts that are guiding
current technologies such as self-driving cars, virtual
reality, file sharing torrents, encrypted
communications, photo forensics, and the Internet of
Things. Numerous illustrations and interactive
features make mastering technical topics a breeze,
while the book’s proven learning path is structured
with today's busy reader in mind. This edition offers
an insightful overview of what today’s readers must
know about using technology to complete an
education, secure a successful career, and engage in
issues that shape today's world. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives On The Internet:
Comprehensive, Loose-leaf Version
New Perspectives on HTML and CSS 7th Edition
delivers a hands-on approach to learning Web page
design. In each tutorial, you’ll put into practice the
concepts you have learned. Each tutorial includes a
basic statement of the problem, the goals to be
achieved, and a demonstration of how to complete
the task, creating a fully functional website in the
process. You will develop problem-solving skills which
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will help retain the material and apply what you’ve
learned in a professional environment. Successful
completion of the tutorial cases and case problems
can act a springboard to develop your own portfolio to
showcase your abilities in website design. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Web Design with HTML & CSS3:
Comprehensive
Updated to teach the most current XML standards,
this book uses real-world case studies and a practical,
step-by-step approach to teach XML. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

HTML5 Step by Step
Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 is your introduction to the
new features and elements of HTML5—as a web
developer you'll learn about all the leaner, cleaner,
and more efficient code available now with HTML5,
along with some new tools that will allow you to
create more meaningful and richer content. For
everyone involved in web design, this book also
introduces the new structural integrity and styling
flexibility of CSS 3—which means better-looking pages
and smarter content in your website projects. For all
forward-looking web professionals who want to start
enjoying and deploying the new HTML5 and CSS3
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features right away, this book provides you with an indepth look at the new capabilities—including audio
and video—that are new to web standards. You’ll
learn about the new HTML5 structural sections, plus
HTML5 and CSS3 layouts. You’ll also discover why
some people think HTML5 is going to be a Flash killer,
when you see how to create transitions and
animations with these new technologies. So get
ahead in your web development through the practical,
step-by-step approaches offered to you in Beginning
HTML5 and CSS3.

New Perspectives on HTML, XHTML, and
Dynamic HTML: Comprehensive
Today’s current and future professionals can now
discover the thorough instruction needed to build
dynamic, interactive Web sites from scratch with NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON HTML5, CSS3, AND JAVASCRIPT,
6E. Part of the popular New Perspectives Series, this
user-friendly book provides comprehensive coverage
of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript with an inviting
approach that starts with the basics and does not
require any prior knowledge on the subject. Detailed
explanations of key concepts and skills make even
the most challenging topics clear and accessible.
Case scenarios and case problems place the most
complex concepts within an understandable and
practical context. Readers develop important problem
solving skills while working through the book’s
realistic exercises. Proven applications and an
interesting approach help readers retain the material
and apply what they’ve learned in today’s
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professional environment. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

New Perspectives on HTML and CSS,
Intro
Develop the Microsoft Office 365 and Excel 2019 skills
students need to be successful in college and beyond
with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2019
COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case
scenarios, this edition clearly applies the skills
students are learning to real-world situations to make
concepts even more relevant across the applications
and reinforces critical skills to make them successful
in their educational and professional careers. NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2019
COMPREHENSIVE demonstrates the importance of
what students are learning while strengthening your
skills and helping students transfer those skills to
other applications and disciplines for further success.
In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills
Assessment Manager) online resources are available
to guide additional study and ensure successful
results.

New Perspectives on HTML and CSS:
Comprehensive
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
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product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

HTML and CSS
Develop the skills you need to compete successfully
in today's high-tech workforce with Carey's NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON HTML5 AND CSS3:
COMPREHENSIVE, 8E. You learn fundamental design
concepts as you build websites based on real case
scenarios. Specially designed activities help you
strengthen your abilities in logic, design,
troubleshooting and creativity. The projects you
complete can even become part of your professional
portfolio. Within this edition, you progress from handson labs focused on code snippets and debugging to
completing assessments and a capstone project.
Short Coding Challenges throughout check your
understanding of key concepts, while Debugging
Challenges teach you how to fix syntax errors in an
existing web page. In addition, up-to-date Case
Problems provide actual practice in creating websites
for today's organizations or businesses. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on XML,
Comprehensive
Presents information on using HTML and CSS to
create Web pages, covering such topics as HTML5
forms, audio and video, embedded fonts, gradients,
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transitions, and offline Web apps.

HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference,
Fifth Edition
New Perspectives on HTML and CSS 7th Edition
delivers a hands-on approach to learning Web page
design. In each tutorial, you'll put into practice the
concepts you have learned. Each tutorial includes a
basic statement of the problem, the goals to be
achieved, and a demonstration of how to complete
the task, creating a fully functional website in the
process. You will develop problem-solving skills which
will help retain the material and apply what you've
learned in a professional environment. Successful
completion of the tutorial cases and case problems
can act a springboard to develop your own portfolio to
showcase your abilities in website design.

HTML5 and CSS: Comprehensive
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON JAVASCRIPT AND AJAX,
International Edition uses a practical, step-by-step
approach to provide comprehensive instruction on
basic to advanced JavaScript and AJAX concepts. This
book teaches students JavaScript and AJAX using a
simple text editor to create basic to complex Web
sites. The text reviews the basics of HTML, XHTML,
and CSS and includes an extended appendix
containing commands and common code errors.

New Perspectives on HTML 5 and CSS:
Comprehensive
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Part of the New Perspectives Series, HTML, XHTML,
AND DYNAMIC HTML, Fourth Edition, includes
everything students need to learn to create simple to
complex Web sites. This text follows the signature
New Perspectives approach to engaging students
through case-based, problem-solving learning. Case
problems reinforce concepts with critical-thinking
activities and hands-on tasks, while advanced
tutorials help students enhance their skills by
applying concepts to create interactive features such
as animated text, image and text rollovers, and
transitions. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

HTML5 and CSS3 All-in-One For Dummies
Introduce your students to a new generation of Shelly
Cashman Series books! For the past three decades,
the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced
computer skills to millions of students. With HTML5
and CSS Comprehensive, we're continuing our history
of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to
reflect the learning styles of today's students. Within
this text you will find features that are specifically
designed to engage students, improve retention, and
prepare them for future success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on HTML5, CSS3, and
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JavaScript
Need to learn HTML and CSS fast? This best-selling
reference's visual format and step-by-step, taskbased instructions will have you up and running with
HTML in no time. In this updated edition author Bruce
Hyslop uses crystal-clear instructions and friendly
prose to introduce you to all of today's HTML and CSS
essentials. The book has been refreshed to feature
current web design best practices. You'll learn how to
design, structure, and format your website. You'll
learn about the new elements and form input types in
HTML5. You'll create and use images, links, styles,
and forms; and you'll add video, audio, and other
multimedia to your site. You'll learn how to add visual
effects with CSS3. You'll understand web standards
and learn from code examples that reflect today's
best practices. Finally, you will test and debug your
site, and publish it to the web. Throughout the book,
the author covers all of HTML and offers essential
coverage of HTML5 and CSS techniques.

New Perspectives on HTML and CSS,
Introductory
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HTML AND CSS provides
thorough instruction on building interactive Web sites
from scratch. In addition to providing comprehensive
coverage of HTML and CSS, this book does not require
any prior knowledge on the subject and starts with
the basics. Detailed explanations of key concepts and
skills make even complex topics accessible to all
students. New Perspectives' signature case scenarios
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and case problems contextualize complex concepts.
Students develop their problem solving skills by
working through realistic exercises, which help them
retain the material and apply what they've learned in
a professional environment. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

New Perspectives on HTML, CSS, and
Dynamic HTML
Now readers can master Web page design as they
learn from the unique, hands-on approach found in
NEW PERSPECTIVES HTML5 AND CSS3:
COMPREHENSIVE, 7E. Each tutorial in this complete
book challenges learners to put into practice the
concepts they have just learned. Every tutorial
includes a basic statement of the problem, the goals
to be achieved, and a helpful demonstration of how to
complete the task to create a fully functional website.
Readers do not need any prior experience with HTML
or CSS or any specialized software other than a basic
editor and Web browser. With the book’s user-friendly
approach, learners develop important problem-solving
skills as they apply what they’ve learned in a
professional environment. Successfully completing
this book’s tutorial cases and case problems can act a
springboard to develop the reader’s own professional
portfolio that showcases strong abilities in website
design. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
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New Perspectives HTML5 and CSS3:
Comprehensive
New Perspectives on HTML and CSS 7th Edition
delivers a hands-on approach to learning Web page
design. In each tutorial, you’ll put into practice the
concepts you have learned. Each tutorial includes a
basic statement of the problem, the goals to be
achieved, and a demonstration of how to complete
the task, creating a fully functional website in the
process. You will develop problem-solving skills which
will help retain the material and apply what you’ve
learned in a professional environment. Successful
completion of the tutorial cases and case problems
can act a springboard to develop your own portfolio to
showcase your abilities in website design. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives HTML5 and CSS3:
Introductory
For web developers and other programmers
interested in using JavaScript, this bestselling book
provides the most comprehensive JavaScript material
on the market. The seventh edition represents a
significant update, with new information for
ECMAScript 2020, and new chapters on languagespecific features. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide is
ideal for experienced programmers who want to learn
the programming language of the web, and for
current JavaScript programmers who want to master
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it.

HTML5 & CSS3 for the Real World
A full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS
from the publishers of Wrox! Every day, more and
more people want to learn some HTML and CSS.
Joining the professional web designers and
programmers are new audiences who need to know a
little bit of code at work (update a content
management system or e-commerce store) and those
who want to make their personal blogs more
attractive. Many books teaching HTML and CSS are
dry and only written for those who want to become
programmers, which is why this book takes an
entirely new approach. Introduces HTML and CSS in a
way that makes them accessible to
everyone—hobbyists, students, and
professionals—and it’s full-color throughout Utilizes
information graphics and lifestyle photography to
explain the topics in a simple way that is engaging
Boasts a unique structure that allows you to progress
through the chapters from beginning to end or just
dip into topics of particular interest at your leisure
This educational book is one that you will enjoy
picking up, reading, then referring back to. It will
make you wish other technical topics were presented
in such a simple, attractive and engaging way! This
book is also available as part of a set in hardcover Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery,
9781119038634; and in softcover - Web Design with
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781118907443.
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New Perspectives HTML5 and CSS3
Part of the New Perspectives Series, this thorough,
engaging includes everything readers need to learn to
create simple to complex Web sites using HTML5,
CSS3, and Dynamic HTML. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

New Perspectives on Web Design
New Perspectives on Blended HTML,
XHTML, and CSS
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HTML, CSS, AND XML,
COMPREHENSIVE, 4E teaches students how to create
simple to complex Web sites from scratch using
HTML, CSS, AND XML. Students are asked to think
critically in order to solve problems and complete
Case Studies, which reinforces key concepts critical to
creating Web pages. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Smashing Book 6
This text offers a new approach to teaching HTML,
XHTML and Cascading Styles Sheets (CSS). Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
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in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Blended HTML,
XHTML, and CSS. Introductory
The book is focused around practical techniques,
strategies and approaches. Will feature valuable
insights into large-scale projects, adaptive interfaces,
customer support, user psychology and typography.
Will also uncover smart front-end strategies, obscure
back-end techniques and find out what it takes to
improve website performance for faster and more
robust apps.

New Perspectives on Blended HTML and
CSS Fundamentals: Introductory
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach
yourself how to create Web pages with the HTML5
specification. With Step by Step, you set the
pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just
when you need them! Use a division-based layout to
structure your Web pages Include menu bars and
hyperlinks for clear navigation Apply colors, font
sizes, and other formatting with CSS Add graphics,
sound, and video to your pages Use the Canvas tag to
render visual images on the fly Build user-input forms
with buttons, boxes, and menus Your Step by Step
digital content includes: All the book's practice
files—ready to download and put to work. See "Using
the Practice Files," inside. Fully searchable online
edition of this book—with unlimited access on the
Web. Free online account required; see inside book.
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New Perspectives on Computer Concepts
2018: Comprehensive
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